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Abstract

The proportion of explained variation (R2) is frequently used in the general linear model but in logistic regression
no standard definition of R2 exists. We present a SAS macro which calculates two R2-measures based on Pearson and
on deviance residuals for logistic regression. Also, adjusted versions for both measures are given, which should
prevent the inflation of R2 in small samples. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In classical regression analysis, the coefficient of
determination R2 is routinely calculated by nearly
every statistical software package. R2 has the
desired interpretability as the proportion of varia-
tion of the dependent variable, which can be
explained by the predictor variables of a given
regression model.

For logistic regression, probably the most fre-
quently used regression model following the gen-
eral linear model, many different proposals have

been made to measure explained variation [1]. The
PROC LOGISTIC of SAS [2] gives two so called
R2-measures, but these measures have major dis-
advantages so that their values can not be inter-
preted in a useful way. For the two mostly
recommended R2-measures, connected with the
concepts of Pearson and deviance residuals, we
have therefore written a SAS-Macro for routine
use. The SAS-Macro also gives adjusted expres-
sions for these measures, which can be used and
interpreted analogous to adjusted-R2 in a general
linear model.

In Section 2, the two measures and their corre-
sponding adjusted versions are described and in
Section 3 two examples are given on how to use
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the SAS-macro and how to interpret the results of
the output. The program code of the SAS-macro
is given in the appendix.

2. Description of measures

Given a sample of observations (yi, xi), i=
l,...,n, yie {0, 1} denotes the dependent variable
and xi is the corresponding covariate vector. The
estimates from a logistic regression are �Prob(yi=
1�xi)= p̂i=exp(b. xi)/(1+exp(b. xi)), where b. is the
estimated parameter vector. Furthermore
�Prob(yi=1)= p̄=�i yi/n is the proportion of one’s
in the sample.

The general form of R2-measures of the propor-
tion of explained variation (PEV) is

PEV=
�%

i

D(yi)−%
i

D(yi �xi)
n
/%

i

D(yi)

where D(yi) and D(yi �xi) denote a measure of the
distance of yi from an unconditional and condi-
tional (on a covariate vector xi) central location
parameter, respectively.

Different specifications of D(yi) and D(yi �xi)
result in different R2-measures. Two of them are
recommended for logistic regression [1] and are
defined as follows:

2.1. Sums-of-squares R2 (RSS
2 )

For this measure D(yi)= (yi− p̄)2 and
D(yi �xi)= (yi− p̂i)2 denote the squared distance
between observed (yi) and predicted (p̄ and p̂i)
outcomes under the null model (only with inter-
cept) and under the full model (with covariates),
respectively [3]:

RSS
2 =1−

%
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When the number of covariates k in a general
linear model is large relative to a given sample
size, then R2-adjusted avoids the criticised prop-
erty of inflation of R2 in small samples and
E(Radj

2 )=0 for R2=0. Although a thorough in-
vestigation of adjusted-R2 in the context of logis-

tic regression is still missing up to now, Mittlböck
and Schemper [1] suggest to calculate RSS,adj

2

analogous to the general linear model, which
is preferable in any case to RSS

2 with small
samples:

RSS,adj
2 =1−

�%
i

(y− p̂i)2n/(n−k−1)

[np̄(1− p̄)]/(n−1)

2.2. Entropy-based R2 (RE
2 )

The distance measure, based on deviance resid-
uals, uses the entropy of the binomial distribution
so that

D(yi)= − [yi log p̄+ (1−yi) log(1− p̄)] and

D(yi �xi)= − [yi log p̂i+ (1−yi) log(1− p̂i)],

leading to %
i

D(yi)= − log L(b. 0) and

%
i

D(yi �xi)= − log L(b. ),

respectively:

RE
2 =1−

log L(b. )
log L(b. 0)

L(b. ) and L(b. 0) denote the likelihoods of the
fitted model with covariates and of the null model
without covariates. Thus, R2 measures the reduc-
tion in maximized log-likelihood [4].

H. van Houwelingen (Leiden, The Netherlands,
personal communication, see [1]) also suggested
an adjusted version of R2, which performs
satisfactorily:

RE,adj
2 =1−

log L(b. )− (k+1)/2
log L(b. 0)−1/2

The corrections (k+ l)/2 and 1/2 are the expected
optimism of log L(b. ) and of log L(b. 0) under
H0: b1=…=bk=0, respectively. If these correc-
tions are doubled, then the expression is identical
to the Akaike information.

Two R2-measures can be requested from SAS
with the RSQ-option in the model statement of
PROC LOGISTIC, but they do not have a useful
interpretation. The measure RSquare [5] is defined
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as RRSquare
2 =1− [L(b. 0)/L(b. )]2/n and in logistic

regression it can never reach a value of one even
if the model predicts perfectly. Max-rescaled
RSquare [6] is the measure RSquare corrected, so
that the maximum of one can be achieved. This
happens if RSquare is divided by the maximal
achievable value in case of perfect prediction,
which is 1− [L(b. 0)]2/n. This seems to be a rather
cosmetic correction as it forces Max-rescaled
RSquare to 100% for complete agreement, how-
ever, there is no indication why the scaling of the
intermediate values should be adequate. Max-
rescaled RSquare nearly always gives higher val-
ues than both RSS

2 and RE
2 .

3. Program description and examples

A SAS macro has been written which gives the
output of PROC LOGISTIC and unadjusted and
adjusted measures of the proportion of explained
variation of the model. It requires the existence of
a SAS input data set containing the dependent
variable, which must be coded with 0/1, and the
independent covariates:

name of the SAS-data setDATA:
title in the output listingTITLE:

DEP: name of the dependent variable
(must be coded with 0/1)
name of the independent variables,VAR:
separated by blanks

The program code of the SAS-macro EVLOGIST
is given in the appendix and it is also available via
world wide web at http://www.akh-wien.ac.at/
imc/biometrie/evlogist.htm

The following two examples serve to demon-
strate the behaviour of the two measures with real
data. They also help to elucidate the role of
explained variation measures in addition to the
standard description of logistic regression results
by estimates of the relative risk associated with
explanatory factors and by corresponding confi-
dence intervals or p-values.

3.1. Example 1: Physical characteristics of urine
with and without crystals

This prognostic factor study [7] was conducted
at Veteran’s Administration Medical Center, Palo
Alto and at the Stanford University School of
Medicine, Stanford. From this study, n=77 com-
pletely documented urine specimens were ana-
lyzed to determine if certain physical
characteristics of the urine might be related to the
formation of calcium oxalate crystals. The six
physical characteristics of the urine are: (1) spe-
cific gravity, the density of the urine relative to
water; (2) pH, the negative logarithm of the hy-
drogen ion; (3) osmolarity (mOsm) is propor-
tional to the concentration of molecules in
solution; (4) conductivity (mMho) is proportional
to the concentration of charged ions in solution;
(5) urea concentration (UREA) in millimoles per
litre; and (6) calcium concentration (CA) in mil-
limoles/litre. Some of these characteristics are
highly correlated. For computational reasons,
specific gravity was multiplied by 1000 and all
variables were standardized to a mean of zero.

To run the SAS program for this example, the
following statements of the EVLOGIST-macro
can be used:

%EVLOGIST (DATA=urine, TITLE=urine
example, DEP=crystals,

VAR=spgrav ph mosm mmho urea ca) ;
The results of an analysis by the logistic model are
given in Fig. 1. Neither interactions nor quadratic
or cubic effects could be detected.

From Fig. I we learn also that RSS
2 =0.52 and

RE=0.45. The observed explained variation of
both measures of 0.45 and 0.52 is very high, as in
our experience typical values of RSS

2 for such
studies range between 0.15 and 0.45. Mittlböck
and Schemper [1] have shown in a simulation
study that RE

2 gives values smaller than RSS
2 in

most cases. As it is well known for the general
linear model that R2 values can be artificially
inflated in samples where the ratio number of
covariates to sample size is high, adjustments for
R2-measures should also be considered here. As
we see from Fig. 1, RSS,adj

2 and RE,adj
2 are 4 and 6

percent points lower than the unadjusted mea-
sures, respectively. Nevertheless we learn from
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Fig. 1. Output of the SAS-macro EVLOGIST from urine data example.
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this example that nearly half of the variation in
the occurrence of calcium oxalate crystals can be
attributed to various physical characteristics of
urine, an important message that is lost by just
reporting the standard results of odds ratios and
p-values.

3.2. Example 2: Dose-response example

The analysis of dose-response relationships is
another frequent indication for the logistic model.
In this example data [8] from 507 patients were
analyzed which had received a drug with possible
undesirable after-effects. It is thought that the
chance of getting after-effects may depend on the
dose level of the drug.

The statements for the SAS-macro are as
follows:

%EVLOGIST (DATA=drug, TITLE=dose-
response example,

DEP=adverse, VAR=dose) ;
We can see from Fig. 2 that observed and fitted
responses are close so that goodness-of-fit is satis-
factory. Fig. 3 shows, that the relative risk, given
the range of doses (0.9–4.0), is strong and highly
significant. However the explained variation is

low with RSS
2 =0.11 and RE

2 =0.08. These values
are both very plausible as the individual result is
far from being determined by the dose received.
For such studies a value around 0.1 is not untyp-
ical, higher values of R2 being observable only for
studies with more extreme doses investigated. As
we investigate only one covariate and the sample
size is large, there are only very small differences
between adjusted and unadjusted values.

In any of these applications medical investiga-
tors are easily misled by highly significant p-val-
ues or impressing relative risk estimates for
explanatory factors. This may discourage the
search for further factors and therefore R2 should
be evaluated on a routine basis.

4. Conclusions

Mittlböck and Schemper [1] preferred the use of
RSS

2 to RE
2 , as RSS

2 is consistent with the results of
R2 in the general linear model, when both models
are applicable (if the fitted values (p̂) range be-
tween 0.2 and 0.8). Furthermore, the interpreta-
tion of RSS

2 is more intuitive to many people, as
the use of squared residuals is a very basic idea in
statistics whereas the use of the likelihood is not
so clear in its interpretation. However, as the
concept of entropy is also basic in logistic regres-
sion, both measures are routinely given by the
macro.

The use of the adjusted-R2 is recommended in
any case but especially in case of small samples
and/or many covariates, where the unadjusted R2

may give artificially inflated values. In our two
examples, the adjusted measures only lead to
moderate changes in R2.

Summing up, we recommend to routinely eval-
uate explained variation in the analysis of factors
possibly affecting a binary outcome. Impressive
relative risk for explanatory factors and/or highly
significant p-values may mislead investigators in
quantifying the results, while individual results
may be far from being determined. Quantification
of the respective understanding of underlying pro-
cesses is therefore valuable for any empirically
based scientific progress.

Fig. 2. Dose response relationship of example 2; observed and
fitted responses are shown with dots and a line, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Output of the SAS-macro EVLOGIST from dose-response example.
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Appendix A. SAS-macro

**********************************;
COMPUTATION OF EXPLAINED ***;***
VARIATION MEASURES:

***;***
SUMS-OF SQUARES R-SQUARE*** ***;

*** SUMS-OF SQUARES R-SQUARE ***;
ADJUSTED

***;*** ENTROPY R-SQUARE
***;ENTROPY R-SQUARE ADJUSTED***

*** ***
*** FOR LOGISTIC REGRESSION ***;
**********************************;

MACRO EVLOGIST (DATA=, DEP=,
TITLE=’’, VAR=);

%LET COUNT=1;
%LET WORD=%NRBQUOTE(%SCAN
(&VAR,&COUNT,%STR()));
%DO%WHILE(&WORD� =);

%LET COUNT=%EVAL(&COUNT+1);
%LET WORD=%NRBQUOTE(%SCAN
(&VAR,&COUNT,%STR()));

%END;
%LET COUNT=%EVAL(&COUNT-1);

TITLE ‘‘&TITLE’’;
PROC LOGISTIC DATA=&DATA
DESCENDING OUTEST=TEST;

MODEL &DEP=&VAR/RL MAXITER=
500 RSQ;
OUTPUT OUT=D1 P=P– I XBETA=
SCORE;

RUN;

DATA TEST; SET TEST; MM=1;
KEEP INTERCEP MM;

RUN;

PROC SORT DATA=D1; BY &DEP;
DATA D1; SET D1; BY &DEP; MM=1;

IF P – I=. OR &DEP=. THEN DELETE;
KEEP &DEP P– I MM SCORE;

RUN;

PROC FREQ DATA=D1 NOPRINT;
TABLES &DEP/OUT=F;
DATA F; SET F; MM=1;

P– ROH=PERCENT/100;
IF – N– =2;
WERT=&DEP;
KEEP MM P– ROH WERT;

RUN;

DATA D1; MERGE D1 F TEST; BY MM;
RUN;
DATA D1; SET D1;

IF Y=WERT THEN Y=1; ELSE Y=0;
ERR– E=(&DEP-P – I)**2;
SSE+ERR– E;
ERR– T=(&DEP-P – ROH)**2;
SST+ERR– T;
RESP+&DEP;
ENTR– E=(&DEP*LOG(P– I)
+(l-&DEP)*LOG(l-P – I));
SS– ENE+ENTR– E;
ENTR– T=(&DEP*LOG(P – ROH)
+(l-&DEP)*LOG(l-P – ROH));
SS– ENT+ENTR– T;
DROP WERT;

RUN;

DATA D1;
LABEL N=’NR OF OBSERVATIONS’

K=’NR OF COVARIATES WITHOUT
INTERCEPT’
R2– SS=’SUMS OF SQUARES R2’
R2– SS– AD=’ ADJUSTED SUMS OF
SQUARES R2’
R2– EN=’ENROPY-R2’
R2– EN– AD=’ ADJUSTED ENROPY-R2’;

SET D1; BY MM; DROP MM;
N=– N– ;
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IF LAST.MM;
R2– SS=1-SSE/SST;
R2– EN=1-SS– ENE/SS– ENT; K=
&COUNT;
R2– SS– AD=1-(SSE/(N-K-l))/
(SST/(N-l));
R2– EN– AD=1-(SS – ENE-(K+1)/2)/
(SS – ENT-1/2);
CALL SYMPUT(’NOBS’,N);

RUN;

PROC PRINT LABEL NOOBS;
VAR N K R2– SS R2– SS– AD R2– EN
R2– EN– AD;

%MEND;
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